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Abstract 

As of now, an expanding consideration on the potential for solar and other renewable energy 

frameworks has grown up and the solar force age has become progressively appealing 

worldwide.Thanks to the Government upholds (ContoEnergia impetus pay frameworks), Italy 

has immediately overwhelmed complete introduced limit pioneers Spain and Japan, arriving at 

12.5 GW introduced limit focus on December 2011. This paper centers around the utilization of 

photovoltaic force creation in Italy, thinking about both specialized and monetary viewpoints. 

The investigation manages energy and monetary examination (regarding the Net Present Value) 

of Solar PV frameworks for various contextual analyses, contingent upon the accompanying 

information boundaries: site area (North, Center and South Italy), PV top force, motivator pay, 

decision of financial sources, elective ventures, monetary framework. Financial feasibility is 

dictated by the benefit of a speculation choice or the income ramifications of an undertaking. 

Every one of the expenses and incomes ought to be thought of and the incomes at various 

planning ought to be changed over into comparable present qualities utilizing a proper approach. 

Numerous variables influence the incomes: beginning capital venture; yearly activity and 

maintenance cost; yearly solar illumination; misfortunes in influence molding hardware; 

obligation loan fee; change on rebate rate.For each contextual investigation, all the information 

considered are illustrative of the innovation being introduced today and the current duty rate. 
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Overview 

The most significant and generally encouraging of renewable energy sources (RES) is solar energy (SE). 

Other renewable energy sources, including wind, water and bioenergy, are straightforwardly identified 

with solar energy. As science and innovation are creating, the prospects of straightforwardly producing 

power what's more, warming from solar energy are growing. The main contentions of researchers who go 

against the possibilities and utilization of solar cells are that (1) solar cells are significantly more costly 

contrasted with customary energy sources; (2) the consistent use of solar cells is mechanically 

troublesome, since it is difficult to utilize this energy around evening time, just as in the nights and 

mornings, when the sun "puts down"; (3) gathering of power from solar cells is additionally very costly; 

(4) although no waste is delivered into the climate during the utilization of solar cells, discharges of 

unsafe gases happen during the arrangement of solar cells, and the effect of these gases on worldwide 

environmental change is a great many occasions more grounded than carbon dioxide; (5) the materials 

utilized in solar boards, including tellurium cadmium and selenide, copper, indium and gallium, are very 

costly and have not many regular assets; (6) SE boards ought to be situated on enormous zones to create 

power. Although some oil-rich nations, including Azerbaijan, put forth a few attempts to create renewable 

energy sources, the way that the expense of utilizing customary energy sources is a lot of lower than the 

expense of utilizing SE doesn't add to the premium of individual homesteads and families on contributing 

to utilize solar cells. Notwithstanding, given the conceivable effect of utilizing SE on the climate and 

monetary development in the long term, development of the solar cells should be justified, as fossil fuel 

natural resources are limited. The main objective of the study is the assessment of solar energy potential 

in Azerbaijan and to justify necessity in investing in the development of solar energy systems for 

electricity and heating production. 

Literature Review  

The engaging quality of utilizing solar energy lies in the way that it is a few times higher than the volume 

of worldwide energy utilization, its moderateness is generally straightforward, and it is naturally cordial 

to utilize. As indicated by the 2000 Report of the UN World Development Energy Assessment, the yearly 

capability of SE is in the scope of 1575–49837 exajoules. This is ordinarily more prominent than the 

absolute energy burned-through worldwide toward the start of the 21st century (580.5 eJ) Some 
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researchers accept that SE has much more noteworthy potential. For instance, V. Smil claims that the SE 

potential is more than 13,368 exajoules each hour. In 2011, the International Energy Agency (IEA) 

noticed that the development of effective, boundless and clean advances for the utilization of solar energy 

will have long haul benefits. This will expand the energy security of nations, permitting them to depend 

on neighborhood, boundless energy, to a great extent autonomous of import sources . The 2030 Solar 

Thermal Energy Review archive expresses that there are open doors in development of structures that will 

permit the structure's energy should be completely fulfilled by solar cells. Solar energy will be the main 

wellspring of energy for structures later on . Researchers accentuate the significance of representing the 

utilization of solar cells in the plan and execution of building development . In the monetary writing, asset 

possibilities are frequently thought of and assessed as the common capability of renewable energy . For 

certain areas, this potential chart book has been created.  

Commonly, the asset potential for each renewable energy source is more noteworthy than the specialized, 

financial what's more, market potential. It is substantially more hard to understand this potential for 

consumer use, and it is difficult to accomplish this completely. For instance, the high capability of solar 

or wind energy doesn't mean that they can be completely utilized. This interaction has specialized and 

financial issues.It isn't right to evaluate the financial estimation of SEs just if costs are not as much as 

incomes since this space can animate the development of new and information concentrated businesses 

and the production of occupations in huge volumes. In any case, the utilization of solar cells requires 

enormous speculations. Since the development of a solar force station or wind power plant with a limit of 

1 kW requires a normal of 2.2 thousand US dollars. As indicated by ˙IRENA, the standardized expense of 

energy produced by SPS (Solar Power Stations) in various nations is extraordinary and is a normal of $ 

0.40 per 1 kWh in PV (Photovoltaic) frameworks. This is still considerably more costly than that created 

at fuel plants (roughly $0.045). Consequently, the production of enormous SPS is less appealing on the 

grounds that it requires huge ventures. The main benefit of solar energy and different kinds of renewable 

energy is that it is available to a bigger number of subjects. Specifically, the availability of SE is 

significantly easier. In many families in towns and towns, in nations that are situated in bright districts, 

even many square meters of land can be utilized to introduce solar boards. Indeed, even the chance of 

adjusting the establishment of PV frameworks what's more, use in the agrarian area is concentrated in the 

monetary writing.The act of setting such batteries and PVT (Photovoltaic Thermal) frameworks on the 
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tops of houses is utilized in practically all nations. In this way, the utilization of PV and PVT frameworks 

of little sizes can be more straightforward and more productive. For instance, in the United States, the 

expense of 5 kW solar boards is around $15,000. In a country with a normal compensation of about 

$3000, the chance of utilizing PV or PVT frameworks is wide and not over the top expensive. Be that as 

it may, introducing such frameworks in families in nations that import solar boards and with low wages is 

a costly assignment. Then again, the gathering and capacity of energy created by enormous solar cells is a 

difficult issue. 

Studies show that the utilization of SPS isn't simply less destructive to the climate contrasted with 

different sorts of energy sources yet can even have a beneficial outcome by supplanting different kinds of 

energy sources. The natural effect of PV, PVT and gatherer frameworks on the climate infers the effect of 

these frameworks on biodiversity, water use, human wellbeing, soil and air quality, transport 

passageways, land use, terrain, and so forth Various examinations, on the ecological effect of SPS have 

contended that the consequences for biodiversity and direct effects are powerless to such an extent that 

they can be overlooked.  

2. Philosophy for Assessing the Solar Energy Potential and Assessing the Environmental and Monetary 

Efficiency of Its Use For instance, in the monetary writing different techniques are proposed to evaluate 

the previously mentioned possible levels. The asset capability of solar energy in any nation, locale or then 

again explicit territory is the measure of energy produced by solar radiation in this topographical region. 

This volume, as a rule, is estimated in kWh. Hypothetically, the asset capability of solar energy can be 

communicated as: 

 

where, RPge—hypothetical common asset capability of SE in any space, S—square of the space, Hr—

solar radiation intesity (MW/km2 ), Ts—the quantity of long periods of daylight during the year. To 

figure the specialized capability of SE, Lopez et al. proposed strategies for a relative appraisal of the 

specialized capability of renewable energy sources . Mwanza et al. utilized the "enormous model" . As 

per this model, the specialized capability of SE is the volume of solar cells, which can be obtained relying 
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on the prerequisite that misfortunes because of PV innovation and different variables, including climate 

conditions, just as misfortunes for cooling in any massif are considered. For this situation, the measure of 

energy created by PV innovation can be communicated as: 

 

where EA—is annual production capacity PV system (kW.h/year), APV—total square of the massive 

where placed the solar sells (м 2 ), HR—solar radiation valume in this massive within a year (kW.h/м 2 ), 

ηP—module efficiency, λp—loss of the module caused by various causes, including surface 

contamination of the PV battery (as usual 10%), λC—losses due to cooling of PV batteries (as usual 5%). 

If module efficiency ηP is expressed as a function of nominal efficiency ηr which correspends to Tr = 25 

Celsius, then 

 

Where β—temperature coefficient of module efficiency, Tc—temperature of the module and Tr—

reasonable temperature. Income (R) is the amount from the sale of energy generated by SPS. If R > C, 

then we can conclude that the installation of SPS is useful. One of the most widely used methods for 

assessing the economic efficiency of SPS is the method of Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE).Based on 

this method, levelized cost of solar energy can be expressed as: 

 

 

where It—aggregate sum of ventures aimed at the activity of the force plant during the t year of activity; 

Mt—costs for the activity and maintenance of the force plant during the t year of activity; Ft—the 

expense of fuel utilized in the force plant during the t year of activity; r–markdown rate; Et—the measure 
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of power produced by the force plant during the t year of activity; n–anticipated life of the force plant. For 

solar force plants n = long term, Ft = 0. It ought to be noticed that LCOE is changing drastically from one 

country to another, and abatement in its expense implies an expansion in the financial proficiency of SPS. 

The repairs or cleaning needed during the activity of the boards additionally happen without hurting the 

climate. A 2018 U.S. Energy Association report expresses that solar boards and gatherers are harmless to 

the ecosystem. The lone downside is the removal of batteries and gatherers that are unusable. A few 

researchers contend that the temperature in the domains where the SPS is found drops marginally. The 

natural viability of SPS is additionally a quantifiable pointer. In its easiest structure, this marker can be 

communicated as a decline in the complete fossil fuel byproducts if energy creation at warm electric 

stations is equivalent to creation at SPS in the "n" year: 

Evaluation of the Resource Potential of Solar Energy in Azerbaijan  

The main advance to extend the utilization of the financial and market capability of solar cells in 

Azerbaijan was the dispatch of the AZGÜNTEX Co solar board plant in the country in the second 50% of 

2012. The primary line in the plant was appointed in 2012, and the second in 2014, which permitted it to 

deliver 100,000 boards with a force of 200–250 W every year. Hence, the all out capability of the 

AZGÜNTEX solar board plant is 50 MW of force each year and permits the creation of 200,000 boards 

of 200–250 W every year. The air temperature toward the mountains in Azerbaijan drops to 4–5 ◦C at a 

height of 2000 m, and at a height of 3000 m it is 1–2 ◦C. In the coldest month of the year (January), the 

normal month to month temperature on the plains and in lower region zones doesn't fall under 0 ◦C. 

Indeed, even in the Absheron landmass, in waterfront territories and islands south of it, it is 3–4 ◦C. As 

the stature expands, the temperature diminishes and at 2000 m above ocean level it is (−5 ◦C)– (−6 ◦C) 

(−7 ◦C in the Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic), and at around 3000 m it is (−12 ◦C)– (−3 ◦C). To 

ascertain the asset capability of SE in the financial districts of Azerbaijan, we will utilize the recipe (1).  

Environmental Economic Efficiency of Using Solar Energy in Azerbaijan  

The proficiency of utilizing solar cells in Azerbaijan can be assessed based on computing its monetary 

and resulting market potential. There is no uncertainty that there are wide possibilities for renewable 

energy sources since there are issues with the stockpile of fuel to TPPs that utilization oil, gas and coal, 

and furthermore in light of the fact that these stations truly influence environmental change. Specifically, 
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the aftereffects of estimations of the capability of SE for monetary districts additionally show that 

Azerbaijan can possibly meet a huge piece of its energy needs through SPS 

Calculations show that the asset capability of solar cells in Azerbaijan is more than 18 ∗ 107 million 

MWh each year. For examination, we note that the volume of energy devoured in Azerbaijan in the field 

of monetary movement in 2017 added up to 11 ∗ 107 MWh, and the sum of energy devoured by families 

was 3 ∗ 107 MWh. As such, the yearly asset potential of solar cells in excess of multiple times surpasses 

the measure of energy burned-through in Azerbaijan. The determined specialized capability of SE all 

through the nation is additionally a lot bigger than the volume of utilization. Calculations, considering 

zones with the chance of utilizing solar energy from a specialized viewpoint and the effectiveness of 

current PV advances, show that the specialized capability of solar cells in Azerbaijan is at any rate 

multiple times not as much as its asset potential and can be assessed at 107 million MWh. In such 

calculations, developed zones (20.5 ∗ 109 m2 ), timberland territories (10.4 ∗ 109m2 ), supplies (0.4 ∗ 

109 m2 ) and spaces of high mountain areas are deducted from the all out territory. There is no 

uncertainty that the assets and specialized capability of solar cells in Azerbaijan can completely fulfill its 

energy needs. The main issue with the utilization of SE is its financial possibility and the essential 

measure of interest in this space. The specialized potential in Azerbaijan takes into account accomplishing 

SE not just at the degree of utilization, yet considerably in excess of multiple times higher than this level. 

In any case, for the establishment and maintenance of PV or PVT boards, to obtain the necessary measure 

of solar cells utilization, more than $20 billion is required. 

On the off chance that we consider that the all out power interest in the nation is roughly 20,000 GWh, the 

quantity of PV boards with a limit of 6 kW expected to give such a measure of power is 20*1012: 

(6*2000) = 1.7 million. At the current expense of PV boards, this implies more than $20 billion in 

venture. Albeit practically speaking the establishment of PV boards of such a volume goes past the 

financial chances of Azerbaijan, hypothetically this implies a decrease in fossil fuel byproducts by 36.9 

thousand tons each year. More bright days in an enormous piece of Azerbaijan and the availability for 

most families to have the financial assets important for introducing solar boards grows openings for 

switch centralization in energy supply. A near investigation of the utilization of power by family pay in 

Azerbaijan offers motivation to say that for most families, PV boards with a limit of 1–3 kW can 

completely fulfill their power needs (Table 2). The quantity of families with a yearly utilization of not 
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exactly 3000 kWh makes up over 60% of the all out number of families in Azerbaijan. Because of the 

enormous number of families in Baku and the restricted regional capacity of individual families to put PV 

boards, it is prudent to carry out such cycles nearby Baku and districts. Azerbaijan is very unsatisfactory 

for farming, is a long way from water sources, and is even a long way from low mountainous locales to 

guarantee the creation of power in huge volumes for mechanical purposes. As can be seen, family 

utilization of PV boards to meet their energy needs through solar cells can be financially legitimized 

uniquely under certain conditions. The expense of purchasing and introducing a PV board with a force of 

230–250 W delivered in Azerbaijan will cost about $500 with imported inverters from Chine and Turkey. 

Clearly, families with salaries up to 250 manat for each capita may not be keen on contributing this sum. 

Then again, if the establishment of such boards is because of huge advances for most families, its allure 

will turn out to be even less. With the current bank financing cost on credits, (best case scenario, 12%) of 

4000–10,000 manat ($2352–$5882) and its halfway reimbursement in 25 years of activity, it will be a few 

times higher than the flow power bill. Families with power costs from 88 to 293 manat each year utilizing 

solar boards and attempting to meet their yearly power needs with 4–9 PV boards willpay between 54–

144 manat in addition to a month to month markdown for a very long time for PV boards. Considering 

the truth that at present such families pay month to month somewhere in the range of 7 and 24 manat for 

power, the financial nature of families' absence of interest in PV board activities will get self-evident. In 

the event that the establishment of PV boards will be given as a without interest advance for a very long 

time, at that point regularly scheduled installments will be essentially decreased and will go from 13 to 36 

manat. And still, after all that, the regularly scheduled installment nearly pairs the current time period 24 

manat. Nonetheless, calculations show that the expense of 1 kWh of power can be 12 kopecks (1 kopeck= 

0.588 sent) if the cost of power in Azerbaijan compares to genuine market costs. For this situation, the 

regularly scheduled installments of families for devoured power created from fuel approach installments 

for PV board projects. On the off chance that bank advances or private venture projects for PV boards are 

intended for a time of under 25 years, at that point the utilization of solar cells can be monetarily 

disadvantageous since it is a lot higher than flow power costs. It ought to be noticed that the serious cost 

for power in Azerbaijan is in excess of 12 kopecks per 1 kWh. Indeed, even at such costs, the utilization 

of solar boards is more costly than energy got from fuel. On account of such costs, the compensation time 

frame for introducing PV boards is around 25 years. During a similar period, the existence of PV boards 

lapses. Calculations show that the avocation of venture projects identified with the utilization of PV 
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boards in Azerbaijan is conceivable just if the cost of power surpasses 40 kopecks. This is an 

unsatisfactory cost for Azerbaijani families in the current financial and financial circumstance. 

Conclusions  

In any case, it is imperative to think about a few components for evaluating and improving the monetary 

proficiency of solar cells. There is a need to build the creation limits of plants delivering PV boards a few 

times. It likewise implies making more positions. In a plant with a possible limit of 30 MW, the quantity 

of representatives will be at any rate 130, in this manner a different expansion in potential will expand the 

number of workers nearly similarly. In such cases, even economies of scale can have an impact and lead 

to bring down minimal expenses. At first, the establishment and association of PV boards to the power 

network ought to be carried out on a venture project executed by state-possessed organizations since 

putting resources into such a volume by families or ventures is exceptionally high contrasted with current 

power costs and is financially disadvantageous. Privately owned businesses and families ought to be 

upheld and persuaded by an exceptional program for the utilization of SE. One of the main inspiration 

systems is the establishment of PV boards to the detriment of state ventures and the acknowledgment of 

installments for utilized power. The obligation of families or business structures in this task must give 

space to PV boards (for instance, the chance of putting rooftops on private houses) and guaranteeing 

intermittent maintenance of boards. The deficiency of power can be limited, since the unused piece of the 

power delivered on such boards can be gotten back to the public electric matrix. The measure of 

installments based on the plan for the establishment of solar boards ought to relate to the flow costs of 

utilized power and ought not to surpass this sum. This occasion will likewise be aimed at persuading 

families and undertakings to introduce SE boards. Consumers won't be keen on utilizing SE in situations 

where costs fluctuate fundamentally. Ordinary change of costs for the cost of power got from fuel or their 

change dependent on market costs will make consumers' decision between power from various sources 

trivial. In actuality, the steady direct of exercises on tackling natural issues and support effort can extend 

the prospects of utilizing PV boards. Given these conditions, we can decide the base savvy costs for 

venture projects for the establishment of solar boards. 
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